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                          900 CFM MOBILE COOLER 
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                                        Compact and mighty

                                        our 900 CFM Portable Evaporative Cooler is the ideal solution
                                           for small spaces needing a cool breeze. Light and easy to move, it's perfect
                                           for cozy outdoor gatherings, offering a refreshing escape from the
                                           heat with minimal energy consumption.
                                        

                                       
                                           Read more  
                                           
                                       

                                     

                                   


                             


                       
	
                          1300 CFM MOBILE COOLER  
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                                        Portable, bring your own cool air anywhere

                                         Weighing at only 18 pounds, 
                                           our line of 1,300 CFM coolers are designed with portability in mind, without
                                           sacrificing any performance. Whether you're heading to the beach, enjoying a
                                           picnic in the park, or simply relaxing in your backyard oasis, our portable coolers
                                           are the perfect companion to beat the heat. Stay refreshed, stay portable, stay 
                                           cool with our cutting-edge cooling technology. Experience the difference today!
                                        

                                        
                                           Read more  
                                           
                                       

                                       

                                   


                             


                       
	
                          2100-2600 CFM  MOBILE COOLER 
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                                        2100CFM Cooler

                                        Step up to enhanced cooling with our 2,100 CFM Mobile Evaporative
                                           Cooler. It's the perfect balance of power and portability, great for larger outdoor
                                           spaces, medium-sized patios, or workshops. Enjoy a more comfortable environment 
                                           efficiently and effortlessly.
                                        

                                        
                                           Read more  
                                           
                                       

                                      

                                  


                             


                       
	
                          3100 CFM MOBILE COOLER 
                                
                          
                          	
                                	
                                      Taupe Series
                                   
	
                                      Hi-Visibility
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                                      3,100 CFM High-Performance Evaporative Cooler

                                       Meet the cooling needs of your larger 
                                            spaces with our 3,100 CFM High-Performance Evaporative Cooler. Ideal for spacious areas,
                                            extensive outdoor decks, or commercial settings, it provides a significant cooling effect 
                                            while maintaining energy efficiency and easy mobility.
 
                                        
                                      

                                  


                             


                       
	
                          5300 CFM MOBILE COOLER
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                                      5,300 CFM Industrial Evaporative Cooler

                                       Our 5,300 CFM Industrial Evaporative Cooler is designed for the big jobs – perfect for warehouses, large workshops, and expansive outdoor    events. Its robust cooling capacity ensures a comfortable environment in vast spaces,  making it a reliable choice for industrial and commercial needs.
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                                        11,000 CFM Heavy-Duty Evaporative Cooler

                                        For the ultimate in cooling power, our 11,000 CFM Heavy-Duty Evaporative Cooler
                                           is unmatched. Tailor-made for the largest of spaces like aircraft hangars and massive
                                           manufacturing plants, it delivers unparalleled performance in the most demanding
                                           environments, ensuring everyone stays cool and productive.
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                                      12000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC & Heat Pump

                                       Experience the perfect balance of comfort and efficiency with our 12,000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC
                                        and Heat Pump. Ideal for smaller spaces, this unit seamlessly integrates into your home or office,
                                        providing precise temperature control year-round. With its sleek design and whisper-quiet operation,
                                        it's an unobtrusive addition to any room. Enjoy a cooler summer and a warmer winter, all while
                                        lowering your energy bills. Make the smart switch to sustainable comfort today!
 
                                         	
                                                 H12E1  115V 22 SEER Energy Star

                                                   
                                                    
                                                  
                                                
                                             
	
                                                H12HP1A  115V 17 SEER
                                                    
                                                    
                                                  
                                                
                                             
	
                                                H12HP2A  230V 17 SEER
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                                      18000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC & Heat Pump

                                       Upgrade your living or working space with our 18,000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC and Heat Pump.  This powerful unit offers exceptional heating and cooling capabilities, making it perfect for medium-sized areas. Its energy-efficient operation ensures maximum comfort with minimal   environmental impact. With easy installation and a user-friendly interface, maintaining      the ideal temperature has never been easier. Embrace a new level of comfort and efficiency     in your daily life!
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                                                H18HP2A  230V 17 SEER
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                                      24000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC & Heat Pump

                                       Transform large spaces into havens of comfort with our 24,000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless 
                                        AC and Heat Pump. This robust unit is designed for expansive areas, delivering top-tier 
                                        climate control capabilities. Enjoy a refreshingly cool summer and a cozy winter while 
                                        benefiting from energy savings. Its modern design and advanced technology blend
                                        seamlessly into your lifestyle, providing reliability and ease of use. For those who 
                                        demand the best in temperature control, look no further than our high-capacity unit.
 
                                         	
                                                H24E2 230V 22 SEER Energy Star (Coming Soon)
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                                    mini split

                                    Find our mini split support information below.

                                    	Mini Split FAQ
	Mini Split Owners Manual
	Mini Split Error Code Form
	Mini Split WiFi Instructions
	Mini Split Troubleshooting
	Mini Split Installation Video


                                  

                                

                            


                        
	
                          Official Video Diy Guide 
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                    DDAX-Direct Drive Axial Fan Cooler
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                                DDAX: Precision Cooling Power

                                 Streamline your cooling with our DDAX Direct Drive Axial Fan Cooler, engineered for optimalairflow. Perfect for targeted cooling, this compact powerhouse offers a refreshing breezewith its high-efficiency design. Swiftly adaptable to any environment, it's the go-towith its high-efficiency design. Swiftly adaptable to any environment, it's the go-tosolution for immediate, efficient temperature control.
 
                                   	
                                          DDAX48 4800cfm Down/Side Axial Fan cooler
                                             
                                              
                                            
                                          
                                       
	
                                          DDAX68 6800cfm Down/Side Axial Fan cooler
                                              
                                              
                                            
                                          
                                       


                                

                            


                       


                  
	
                    Window Axial Fan Cooler 6100cfm
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                                DDAX: Precision Cooling Power

                                 Bring a blast of cool to your space with our Window Axial Fan Cooler, boasting arobust 6700 CFM. Designed to fit seamlessly into your window, it's the ideal choice for ventilating and cooling larger rooms. Relish in the powerful circulationthat makes even the hottest days bearable.
 
                                  
                                      Read more    
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                                Eco-Friendly Breeze

                                 Enjoy the natural cooling prowess of our Aspen Window Cooler. Utilizing the evaporative power of aspen pads, this eco-friendly cooler is a silentsentinel by your window, ushering in a gentle, cool breeze to your homeor office.
 
                                  	
                                          W28  2800cfm window cooler
                                             
                                              
                                            
                                          
                                       
	
                                          A38S  Side 3800cfm aspen cooler
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                            Home-Wide Cooling

                             Experience whole-home comfort with our Aspen Ducted Cooler. Leveragingthe cooling effects of aspen pads, this system integrates with your existingductwork, distributing chilled air evenly throughout your space. Embracesustainable cooling and a consistently comfortable environment.
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                            Efficient Rapid Coolin

                             Maximize cooling efficiency with our Single-inlet Cooler, designed for uniform air distribution. This unit's focused entry point and powerful motor ensure rapid cooling, perfect for both residential and commercial spaces seeking a quick chill-down.Stay cool with simplicity and effectiveness.
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                       900 CFM   >  
                       	
                             	
                                   Compact and mighty

                                   our 900 CFM Portable Evaporative Cooler is the ideal solution
                                      for small spaces needing a cool breeze. Light and easy to move, it's perfect
                                      for cozy outdoor gatherings, offering a refreshing escape from the
                                      heat with minimal energy consumption.
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                       1300 CFM  > 
                       	
                             	
                                   Portable, bring your own cool air anywhere

                                    Weighing at only 18 pounds, 
                                      our line of 1,300 CFM coolers are designed with portability in mind, without
                                      sacrificing any performance. Whether you're heading to the beach, enjoying a
                                      picnic in the park, or simply relaxing in your backyard oasis, our portable coolers
                                      are the perfect companion to beat the heat. Stay refreshed, stay portable, stay 
                                      cool with our cutting-edge cooling technology. Experience the difference today!
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                       2100-2600 CFM  > 
                       	
                             	
                                   2100CFM Cooler

                                   Step up to enhanced cooling with our 2,100 CFM Mobile Evaporative
                                      Cooler. It's the perfect balance of power and portability, great for larger outdoor
                                      spaces, medium-sized patios, or workshops. Enjoy a more comfortable environment 
                                      efficiently and effortlessly.
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                       3100 CFM  > 
                       	
                             	
                                   Taupe Series
                                
	
                                   Hi-Visibility
                                
	
                                   Classic
                                


                             
                                
                                   3,100 CFM High-Performance Evaporative Cooler
                                   Meet the cooling needs of your larger 
                                   spaces with our 3,100 CFM High-Performance Evaporative Cooler. Ideal for spacious areas,
                                   extensive outdoor decks, or commercial settings, it provides a significant cooling effect 
                                   while maintaining energy efficiency and easy mobility. 
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                                   Taupe Series
                                
	
                                   Hi-Visibility
                                
	
                                   M270 Shop Fan
                                
	
                                   Classic
                                


                             
                                
                                   5,300 CFM Industrial Evaporative Cooler
                                   Our 5,300 CFM Industrial Evaporative Cooler is
                                   designed for the big jobs – perfect for warehouses, large workshops, and expansive outdoor 
                                   events. Its robust cooling capacity ensures a comfortable environment in vast spaces,
                                   making it a reliable choice for industrial and commercial needs. 
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                       11k CFM  >  
                       	
                             	
                                   11,000 CFM Heavy-Duty Evaporative Cooler

                                   For the ultimate in cooling power, our 11,000 CFM Heavy-Duty Evaporative Cooler
                                      is unmatched. Tailor-made for the largest of spaces like aircraft hangars and massive
                                      manufacturing plants, it delivers unparalleled performance in the most demanding
                                      environments, ensuring everyone stays cool and productive.
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                       Mini-split Heat Pump  
                       
                          
                             
                          
                       
                    
                    	
                          12000 BTU  > 
                          	
                                	
                                      H12E1  115V 22 SEER Energy Star
                                   
	
                                      H12HP1A  115V 17 SEER
                                   
	
                                      H12HP2A  230V 17 SEER		
                                   


                                
                                   
                                      12000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC & Heat Pump
                                      Experience the perfect balance of comfort and efficiency with our 12,000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC
                                      and Heat Pump. Ideal for smaller spaces, this unit seamlessly integrates into your home or office,
                                      providing precise temperature control year-round. With its sleek design and whisper-quiet operation,
                                      it's an unobtrusive addition to any room. Enjoy a cooler summer and a warmer winter, all while
                                      lowering your energy bills. Make the smart switch to sustainable comfort today!
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                          18000 BTU  > 
                          	
                                	
                                      H18E2 230V 22 SEER Energy Star
                                   
	
                                      H18HP2A  230V 17 SEER
                                   


                                
                                   
                                      18000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC & Heat Pump
                                      Upgrade your living or working space with our 18,000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC and Heat Pump. 
                                      This powerful unit offers exceptional heating and cooling capabilities, making it perfect for
                                      medium-sized areas. Its energy-efficient operation ensures maximum comfort with minimal
                                      environmental impact. With easy installation and a user-friendly interface, maintaining 
                                      the ideal temperature has never been easier. Embrace a new level of comfort and efficiency
                                      in your daily life!
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                                      H24E2 230V 22 SEER Energy Star
                                   
	
                                      H24HP2A  230V 17 SEER
                                   


                                
                                   
                                      24000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless AC & Heat Pump
                                      Transform large spaces into havens of comfort with our 24,000 BTU Mini-Split Ductless 
                                      AC and Heat Pump. This robust unit is designed for expansive areas, delivering top-tier 
                                      climate control capabilities. Enjoy a refreshingly cool summer and a cozy winter while 
                                      benefiting from energy savings. Its modern design and advanced technology blend
                                      seamlessly into your lifestyle, providing reliability and ease of use. For those who 
                                      demand the best in temperature control, look no further than our high-capacity unit. 
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                           Official Video Diy Guide  
                       
	
                          DIY Customer Guide 
                       


                 
	
              Mounted Cooling / Fix Mount Coolers    
              	DDAX - Direct Drive 
 Axial Fan Cooler  > 
                	
                
					
					DDAX48 4800cfm Down/Side Axial Fan cooler
					
					
	
					DDAX68 6800cfm Down/Side Axial Fan cooler
		
					


                   
                    
					DDAX: Precision Cooling Power
                       Streamline your cooling with our DDAX Direct Drive Axial Fan Cooler, engineered for optimal
airflow. Perfect for targeted cooling, this compact powerhouse offers a refreshing breeze
with its high-efficiency design. Swiftly adaptable to any environment, it's the go-to
solution for immediate, efficient temperature control.
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	Window Axial Fan Cooler 
6700cfm  > 
                	
                
					
					  High-Capacity Refreshment

                      Bring a blast of cool to your space with our Window Axial Fan Cooler, boasting a
robust 6700 CFM. Designed to fit seamlessly into your window, it's the ideal 
choice for ventilating and cooling larger rooms. Relish in the powerful circulation
that makes even the hottest days bearable.
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	Aspen Window Cooler  > 
                	
					
                   W28  2800cfm window cooler
                
	
                   A38S  Side 3800cfm aspen cooler
                
	
                   W48  4800cfm window cooler
                


           
                     	
					  Eco-Friendly Breeze
                       Enjoy the natural cooling prowess of our Aspen Window Cooler. Utilizing 
the evaporative power of aspen pads, this eco-friendly cooler is a silent
sentinel by your window, ushering in a gentle, cool breeze to your home
or office.
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	Aspen Ducted Cooler  > 
                	
                
					
					A38D  Down 3800cfm aspen cooler
					
					
	
					A38S Side 3800cfm aspen cooler
					
					
	
					A48D  Down 4800cfm aspen cooler
					
					
	
					A48S  Side 4800cfm aspen cooler
					
					
	
					A68D  Down 6800cfm aspen cooler
					
					
	
					A68S  Side 6800cfm aspen cooler

					


                
                     	
					  Home-Wide Cooling
                       Experience whole-home comfort with our Aspen Ducted Cooler. Leveraging
the cooling effects of aspen pads, this system integrates with your existing
ductwork, distributing chilled air evenly throughout your space. Embrace
sustainable cooling and a consistently comfortable environment. 
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	Single-inlet  Cooler  > 
                	
                
					
					RM38D  Down 3800cfm single-inlet cooler
				
					
	
					RM38S  Side 3800cfm single-inlet cooler
			
					
	
					A48D  Down 4800cfm single-inlet cooler
	
					
	
					A48S  Side 4800cfm single-inlet cooler
	
					
	
					A68D  Down 6800cfm single-inlet cooler
		
					
	
					A68S  Side 6800cfm single-inlet cooler
	
					


                           
                     	
					  Efficient Rapid Coolin
                       Maximize cooling efficiency with our Single-inlet Cooler, designed for uniform 
air distribution. This unit's focused entry point and powerful motor ensure rapid 
cooling, perfect for both residential and commercial spaces seeking a quick chill-down.
Stay cool with simplicity and effectiveness. 
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                                     Whole House Fans
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                                   Shutter Mounted Fans
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                                     Attic Fans
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                                     Guard Mounted Exhaust Fan
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                                     36” White Basket Fans
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                                   Wide Spaced Guards
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                                     HAFO-series, white OSHA Guarded
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                                     Black OSHA Spaced Guards
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                                     VT-Series, deep-tapered, variable speed
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                                           EXTERIOR – CABINET
                                         
	
                                           EXTERIOR – COVERS
                                         
	
                                           EXTERIOR – CASTER WHEELS
                                         
	
                                           MOTORS – FAN
                                         
	
                                           MOTORS - OSCILLATION
                                         
	
                                           MEDIA
                                         
	
                                           PROP - FAN BLADES
                                         
	
                                           PUMPS
                                         
	
                                           CONTROL INTERFACES
                                         
	
                                           WATER SUPPLY
                                         



                            

                               
                                   Minisplit Heatpump 
                                    
                                      
                                              
                                      
                                    
                                   

                                            
                                                    
                                            
                                            
                                                Minisplit Heatpump 
                                            
                                        
	
                                           CONTROL BOARDS, OUTDOOR (OCB)
                                         
	
                                           CONTROL BOARDS, INDOOR (ICB)
                                         
	
                                           MOTORS - OUTDOOR FAN (OFM)
                                         
	
                                           MOTORS - INDOOR FAN (IFM)
                                         
	
                                           MOTORS - INDOOR OSCILLATION
                                         
	
                                           PROPS - BLADES (OUT)
                                         
	
                                           PROPS - BLOWER (IN)
                                         
	
                                           LINE SETS & LS COVERS
                                         
	
                                           SENSORS
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INFORMATION 
	
                          Instruction Sheets
                        
	
                          Owner Manuals
                        
	
                          Warranties
                        
	
                          Contact Us
                        



      
POLICIES 
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